We report observations of the H110a radio recombination line and toward 21 ultra-H 2 CO (1 10 È1 11 ) compact H II regions with the Arecibo 305 m radio telescope. We detect the H110a line in 20 sources, and for each of these we also detect a absorption feature at nearly the same velocity, demonstrat-H 2 CO ing the association between molecular and ionized gas. We determine kinematic distances and resolve the distance ambiguity for all observed H II regions, as well as for 19 intervening molecular clouds. A plot of the Galactic distribution of these objects traces part of the spiral structure in the Ðrst Galactic quadrant. We compare Ñux densities and velocities as measured with the Arecibo Telescope with interferometric measurements of our sample of ultracompact H II regions. In general, the single-dish Ñuxes exceed the interferometric values, consistent with an extended component of radio continuum emission.
INTRODUCTION
One of the earliest observable manifestation of massive star formation are ultracompact H II (UCH II) regions. Interferometric measurements of the free-free emission from the ionized gas have resulted in a large number of images of these regions at arcsecond and subarcsecond resolution (e.g., Kurtz, Churchwell, & Wood 1994) . The small size of UCH II regions, together with the high thermal pressure of the ionized gas, suggests that these objects are quite shortlived and should rapidly expand out of the ultracompact phase. This is in contradiction with the large number of UCH II regions observed and is commonly referred to as the "" Life Time Problem ÏÏ (Wood & Churchwell 1989) . Among the many theoretical models proposed to explain this problem (see Churchwell 1999 and Kurtz et al. 2000 for a summary), it was recently pointed out by Kurtz et al. (1999) and Kim & Koo (2001) that many UCH II regions are embedded in regions of extended radio continuum emission, which if ionized by the same stars, may imply much greater ages for the ionizing stars, and higher luminosities. The extended radio continuum emission is not detected in interferometric measurements due to missing short uvspacings and can only be fully detected using single-dish measurements. We have used the Arecibo 305 m radio telescope1 to simultaneously measure the 6 cm radio continuum and the H110a radio recombination line (RRL). The RRL measured with the single-dish Arecibo beam of FWHM 1@ is likely dominated by the extended component of ionized gas and therefore allows a comparison of the ionized gas velocity between ultracompact and extended components.
The new correlator of the Arecibo Telescope permitted simultaneous observations of the H110a line and the transition of interstellar formaldehyde J KaKc \ 1 10 È1 11 in absorption against the 6 cm radio continuum. (H 2 CO) This provides an ideal method for deriving kinematic distances and resolving the distance ambiguity for our sample of UCH II regions. Many of our targets have previously determined kinematic distances based on single-dish observations of hydrogen radio recombination lines (Lockman 1989 ) and H I absorption line experiments, (Kuchar & Bania 1994) . Compared with these earlier distance determinations, our data have the advantage that they were taken with a HPBW 3 times smaller and are thus better matched to the size of compact and ultracompact H II regions. Furthermore, because the transition of interstellar 1 10 È1 11 generally occurs only in absorption, the interpreta-H 2 CO tion of our data is more straightforward than the single-dish H I data. The data also permit us to determine the H 2 CO locations of the intervening molecular clouds.
Section 2 describes our observations and data reduction. In°3 we discuss our main results, and our conclusions are summarized in°4.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We performed observations toward 21 UCH II regions with 6 cm Ñux densities larger than 0.08 Jy selected from previous interferometric observations by Afflerbach et al. (1996) , Kurtz et al. (1994) , and Wood & Churchwell (1989 Afflerbach et al. 1996 ; (2) Kurtz et al. 1994 ; (3) Wood & Churchwell 1989 ; (4) Kuchar & Bania 1994 ; (5) Downes et al. 1980 ; (6) Lim & White 1999 ; (7) Roelfsema et al. 1988 ; (8) Churchwell et al. 1990 ; (9) MacLeod et al. 1998. GHz is approximately 1@. We observed both spectral lines simultaneously using four independent boards of the correlator to process both linear polarizations. We used 2048 channels per subcorrelator, nine-level sampling and a channel width of 3.05 kHz (0.188 km s~1). The total bandwidth of 6.25 MHz resulted in a usable velocity coverage of about 400 km s~1. The central radial velocity in each board was at km s~1 for the relevant spectral line. (Condon et al. 1998) . Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
b Flux density at 4.85 GHz from GB6 (Gregory et al. 1996) .
We observed using an on-o † procedure with 5 minutes spent at both on and o † positions, followed by 10 s integrations of the o † position with and without noise-diode calibration signal. Throughout the run we also observed the continuum sources listed in Table 2 for gain calibration. Flux densities for the calibrator sources were from the GB6 catalog (Gregory et al. 1996) .
For both polarizations, the system temperature during our observations was about 32 K. Based on the measurements of the calibrator sources, we obtained gain values for each polarization and for each observed sky position. The gains varied between 2È2.5 K Jy~1. To convert our spectra to a Jy scale, we applied the measured telescope gains to the individual scans as a function of position on the sky and subsequently averaged the two polarizations and all scans on a particular source. Based on variations of the telescope gain we estimate our Ñux density calibration to be accurate to about 30%. For each source both on and o † spectra were inspected individually, in order to check for absorption and/or emission in the o † position and for presence of radio interference. The spectra are shown in Figure 1 .
Line parameters were derived using the CLASS software package.2 The spectra were Hanning smoothed to a H 2 CO velocity resolution of 0.38 km s~1. In most cases, line parameters were obtained using Gaussian Ðts. In cases where such Ðtting was not possible due to strong line asymmetries and complicated multipeaked structures, we list the velocity widths at zero power, and the LSR velocity and depth of the strongest absorption line in the complex. The H110a data were smoothed using box car averaging of width 10 channels, to a Ðnal velocity resolution of 1.88 km s~1. H110a line parameters were obtained using a single Gaussian. Continuum emission was detected in most cases and its intensity was derived from the baseline in the H110a spectra. Continuum and H110a line parameters are given in Table 3 , and line parameters are given in Table 4 . H 2 CO 3. RESULTS
Kinematic Distances
In all cases we Ðnd a absorption line at an almost H 2 CO identical velocity to that of the H110a line, demonstrating that the H II regions are closely associated with molecular gas. We did not detect any systematic velocity trend between the associated molecular and ionized gas.
We derived kinematic distances for the H II regions from their RRL velocity and for the intervening molecular clouds from the absorption lines. For this, we used the rota-H 2 CO tion curve of Brand & Blitz (1993) , with kpc and R 0 \ 8.5 km s~1. To determine kinematic distances from # 0 \ 220 our data, we assume that all absorption lines are H 2 CO produced by absorption of radio continuum from a single background H II region.
Based on these assumptions, if the absorption H 2 CO occurs at higher velocities than the RRL, then the H II region has to be located at the far distance (e.g., Fig. 1a ). This is the case for four sources in our sample. If no molecular gas was detected at velocities higher than the RRL, then the near kinematic distance is implied for the H II region (e.g., Fig. 1e ). This is the case for seven sources in our sample.
A caveat is needed for the seven sources at the near kinematic distance. Implicit in their assignment to the near dis- tance is the assumption that the line of sight between the near and far kinematic positions does contain molecular gas. For widely separated near and far kinematic distances this is usually a good assumption, but as the two distances approach one another (and Ðnally are equal at the tangent point) the assumption becomes less reliable. Kuchar & Bania (1990) observed H I toward G43.89[0.78 and found absorption at velocities higher than the RRL. Taking this into account, we report the far kinematic distance for this source in Table 5 , thus, changing the number of "" far ÏÏ and "" near ÏÏ sources to Ðve and six, respectively. The presence of this intervening atomic gas, where we found no molecular gas, serves to illustrate that the assumption of line-of-sight molecular gas may not always be valid.
We assigned 8 H II regions to the tangent point position, allowing deviations from the tangent velocity of up to^7 km s~1 due to noncircular motions (e.g., Fig. 1n ). We found two sources with Galactocentric distance larger than 8.5 kpc, therefore these sources do not present distance ambiguity (e.g., Fig. 1u ).
Kinematic distances to the intervening molecular clouds can also be determined. All molecular clouds with velocities less than that of the RRL are at the near kinematic distance (e.g., Fig. 1l ). This is the case for 14 molecular clouds. When the formaldehyde absorption is at higher velocities than the RRL emission, the distance ambiguity for the molecular cloud cannot be resolved because the molecular gas could be on either side of the tangent point, at either the near or the far kinematic distance corresponding to its velocity. The kinematic distance to the absorbing molecular gas with velocity larger than that of the RRL is uniquely determined only if it is located at the tangent point. This is the case for Ðve molecular clouds.
Applying these criteria with the assumptions outlined above, we resolve the distance ambiguity for all H II region in our sample, with the exception of G69.54]0.98, for which no H110a was detected. For this H II region we assigned a distance based on its line. We also deter-H 2 CO mined the Galactic location of 19 intervening molecular clouds. The results are presented in Table 5 . Columns (1) and (2) list source name and measured LSR velocity, columns (3)È(6) list the near and far kinematic distances, the tangent point velocity, and distance to the tangent point based on the Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation curve, and columns (7), (8), and (9) list our results for the Galactocentric distance and the indicated kinematic distance.
We plot the Galactic location of both UCH II regions and molecular clouds in Figure 2 . We include in this plot the H II regions from Georgelin & Georgelin (1976, hereafter GG76) , with excitation-parameter greater than 200 pc cm~2 ("" bright sources ÏÏ). We calculate the kinematic position of the bright sources in the Ðrst Galactic quadrant, based on the Galactic rotation curve used in this work. GG76 report photometric distance of two bright H II regions, located in the fourth quadrant. We plot these two sources at the reported LSR distance. We scale the remaining bright H II regions of GG76 to a Sun Galactocentric distance of 8.5 kpc. Figure 2 shows that the region surveyed in this work can be smoothly connected to the spiral arm structure suggested by GG76. However, in contrast to the usual assignment of spiral arms in the Ðrst quadrant (e.g., Downes et al. 1980) our data allow a di †erent speculation : If the conspicuous linear structure between l \ 35¡È48¡ is part of the FIG. 1.ÈContinued Sagittarius-Carina arm, then our data imply a strong change of pitch angle. This is what one might expect if the spiral arms originate at the end of a central bar, and in fact, this interpretation is consistent with the data of Weinberg (1992) , who reports a stellar bar with semimajor axis of 5 kpc, semiminor axis of around 2.75 kpc and position angle of [36¡^10¡ as seen from the Sun-Galactic center line. In Figure 2 we include an ellipse with the dimensions suggested in Weinberg (1992) but with a position angle of [26¡.
Extended Emission around UCH II Regions
All of our target sources have previously been observed using radio interferometers with angular resolution between and 5A, giving Ñux densities for the ultracompact com-0A .4 ponents. For 13 sources there are interferometric measurements at 6 cm wavelength, allowing direct comparison with the Ñux densities measured in the 1@ beam of the Arecibo telescope. For seven sources we have used existing interferometric measurements at 3.6 cm and 2 or 1.3 cm to estimate the Ñux density of the compact component at 6 cm by extrapolation using the measured spectral index. In cases where the spectral index was doubtful, we used a value of 0.6. Since UCH II regions are expected to become optically thick at wavelengths longward of 3.6 cm, the extrapolation should result in upper limits for the 6 cm Ñux density of the UCH II region.
We Ðnd that in general the Ñux densities measured with the Arecibo telescope are larger than those found with the VLA, the median value of being 3.0 (Fig. 3) . S H II /S UCH II Several sources have a single-dish to interferometer ratio exceeding 9. Thus, our data support the conclusion of Kurtz (1) H II regions presented by GG76 with excitation-parameter greater than 200 pc cm~2 ("" bright ÏÏ sources) and (2) the sources studied in this work. Note that every H II region in our sample has an associated molecular cloud. The kinematic distances to the GG76 H II regions were rescaled to a Sun Galactrocentric distance 8.5 kpc and the ones belonging to the Ðrst Galactic quadrant were calculated using the rotation curve used in this work. The central ellipse represents the stellar bar structure reported by Weinberg (1992) . ( reduce its contribution to the RRL measured with the Arecibo telescope. Thus, we are able to compare the velocity of the ionized gas in both, the extended and the ultracompact regions, providing an additional test of whether both components arise from the same physical region. For 10 sources of our sample, interferometric measurements of hydrogen RRLs (tracing the ultracompact component) are available from the literature. A comparison of the singledish and interferometric observations shows that the velocity di †erence between extended and ultracompact ionized gas is smaller than about 4 km s~1 in 80% of the sources studied here. This supports the hypothesis that the extended emission does originate from the same star-forming region as the ultracompact component. However, we note that membership in the same-star forming region cannot determine if the regions are ionized by the same star, because distinct H II regions may have RRL velocities that di †er by less than a few km s~1 (e.g., DePree et al. 1995 ). It appears that Ðnding the stars responsible for the ionization of the region is necessary to determine whether the extended gas is physically related to the UCH II region or is caused by a di †erent star. 
SUMMARY
Using the Arecibo Telescope we have observed the H110a radio recombination line and the H 2 CO (1 10 È1 11 ) rotational transition toward 21 UCH II regions. We have detected the H110a line in 20 of the 21 sources, and H 2 CO absorption lines toward all. In every one of the 20 cases where H110a was detected, we have found a line H 2 CO with nearly the same velocity, demonstrating that the UCH II regions are closely associated with molecular clouds. Absorption features at di †erent velocities were also detected toward 14 of the H II regions in our sample.
Using the absorption features and a kinematic model of Galactic rotation, we resolve the distance ambiguity for all observed H II regions and 19 independent molecular clouds. For one of the H II regions, the distance is new determination.
A plot of H II regions and molecular cloud positions in the Galactic plane shows part of the Ðrst quadrant spiral structure of the Milky Way. Our results can be smoothly extrapolated to the spiral arms reported by GG76. However, our data suggest a rapid change of pitch angle in the Ðrst quadrant, consistent with the existence of a central bar structure.
We determine the ratio of the 6 cm continuum Ñux density between single-dish and interferometric measurements and Ðnd that our sample has a median ratio of 3.0. We also compare the H110a line velocity presented here with the UC H II region velocity available from the literature and Ðnd that the velocity di †erence between extended and ultracompact ionized gas is smaller than 4 km s~1 in 80% of the observed sources. This supports the idea that UCH II regions are associated with a spatially extended component of ionized gas.
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c Kuchar & Bania 1990 report H I absorption at a higher velocity than the recombination line which implies the far kinematic distance. We detect no corresponding absorption. Higher resolution and H 2 CO sensitivity H I emission-absorption observations should be obtained for conÐrmation.
d Contradictory distances are reported in the literature. Our result agrees with that of Churchwell et al. 1990 .
e Radhakrishnan et al. 1972 present a H I spectrum, which shows absorption in the H I line wing up to 70 km s~1, which would argue for the far distance (Downes et al. 1980) . We prefer to assign the tangent distance.
f Kurtz et al. 1994 summarize previous discrepant distance determinations for this source. Our result agrees with the far kinematic distance.
g Churchwell et al. 1990 prefer to assign the far kinematic distance to G50.32]0.68 based on the trend of line width and UV Luminosity as function of FIR Luminosity. We prefer to assign the near kinematic NH 3 distance.
h Crampton et al. 1978 estimated a distance of 2 kpc to the nearby S88A region, based on a possible optical detection. Our results suggest that the kinematic position of S88B is at the tangent point.
i No recombination line detected. We use the absorption line velocity. H 2 CO j MacLeod et al. 1998 performed formaldehyde absorption observations toward this source which agree with our spectrum. They report the kinematic distance of this source as near. However, allowing for the possibility of noncircular motion, we prefer to assign the distance of tangent point.
FIG. 3.ÈHistogram of the single-dish to interferometer 6 cm continuum Ñux density ratio
The histogram bin width is equal to 1. The median is S HII /S UCHII . 3.0, suggesting that, in general, spatially extended radio continuum emission is present around UCH II regions and is missed by interferometric observations.
